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To understand the optical and transport properties of graphene nanoribbons, an unambiguous
determination of their electronic band structure is needed. In this work we demonstrate that the
photoemission intensity of each valence sub-band, formed due to the quantum confinement in quasi-
one-dimensional (1D) graphene nanoribbons, is a peaked function of the two-dimensional (2D) mo-
mentum. We resolve the long-standing discrepancy regarding the valence band effective mass (m∗VB)
of armchair graphene nanoribbons with a width of N=7 carbon atoms (7-AGNRs). In particular,
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and scanning tunneling spectroscopy report
m∗VB ≈ 0.2 and ≈ 0.4 of the free electron mass (me), respectively. ARPES mapping in the full 2D
momentum space identifies the experimental conditions for obtaining a large intensity for each of
the three highest valence 1D sub-bands. Our detail map reveals that previous ARPES experiments
have incorrectly assigned the second sub-band as the frontier one. The correct frontier valence sub-
band for 7-AGNRs is only visible in a narrow range of emission angles. For this band we obtain an
ARPES derived effective mass of 0.4 me, a charge carrier velocity in the linear part of the band of
0.63 × 106 m/s and an energy separation of only ≈ 60 meV to the second sub-band. Our results
are of importance not only for the growing research field of graphene nanoribbons but also for the
community, which studies quantum confined systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

When a two-dimensional (2D) material is scaled down
to a quasi-one-dimensional (1D) ribbon, its electronic
structure changes dramatically due to the quantum con-
finement of the electron wave functions. Graphene
nanoribbons (GNRs) have a band gap and a tunable
electronic structure, and therefore they are a promising
material for opto-electronic applications. After the dis-
covery of bottom-up synthesis which allows atomically
precise fabrication,1 there is a boom in design and study
of GNRs.2–21 The first reported1 and the most studied
system is the semiconducting armchair graphene nanorib-
bons of N=7 carbon atoms width (7-AGNRs). The con-
ductance of individual 7-AGNRs was measured22 and the
field-effect transistor was fabricated.23 A wide tunabil-
ity of the electronic and optical properties of 7-AGNRs
was demonstrated. Particularly, it was shown that the
decoupling of 7-AGNRs from the metal substrate af-
fects the band gap.15,24 The 7-AGNRs can be efficiently
functionalized by edge groups,20 by periodically incor-
porated boron atoms along the ribbon backbone6,7 and
transformed to a metal by Li-doping.25 Excitonic effect3

and defect-induced photoluminescence16 were observed.
Atomically precise heterojunctions with 7-AGNRs have
been also studied.5,19,26,27 Thus, electronic band struc-
ture of this material seems to be well understood.

However, this is not the case. The electronic band

structure of 7-AGNRs consists of 1D sub-bands with
parabolic energy-momentum relation E(k) at the va-
lence band maximum characterized by the effective mass
m∗VB = h̄2(∂2E/∂k2)−1. The effective mass is an im-
portant parameter characterizing a semiconductor and
there is a large discrepancy in the value of m∗VB as
determined by different experimental techniques. Lin-
den et al.28 demonstrated that the synthesis on a vici-
nal surface Au(788) provides long-range alignment of 7-
AGNRs, since the surface-assisted assembling of the rib-
bons from molecular precursors is confined within nar-
row (≈ 3.8 nm) Au(111) terraces. This alignment al-
lowed to perform first experimental investigation of the
energy band dispersion of 7-AGNRs by means of angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). Two va-
lence sub-bands with ≈ 0.3 eV energy separation and
the same effective mass approximately equal to the free
electron mass me were extracted from the spectra.28 The
work of Ruffieux et al.29 demonstrated ARPES measure-
ments of a better quality and revealed three frontier sub-
bands with m∗VB ≈ 0.2 me. Similar energy band dis-
persion was later reported by other authors.25,30,31 On
another hand, Fourier-transformed scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (FT-STS), where the E(k) is determined
from the interference pattern of the electronic waves re-
flected form the ribbon edges, found m∗VB ≈ 0.4 me.

32

The recent ARPES results of various groups agree to
one another,25,29–31 making erroneous measurements an
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unlikely explanation. The discrepancy between ARPES
and STS is quite surprising, since both methods actu-
ally should lead to identical results. For example, for
9-AGNRs it was found that ARPES and STS reveal the
same value of the effective mass of m∗VB ≈ 0.1 me.

31,33

It is important to understand this issue, since ARPES
is a widely used technique to examine the 1D band
structure of GNRs25,28–31,33 and self-assembled poly-
meric nanowires.34–36

The present manuscript resolves this discrepancy by
revealing strong anisotropy in the photoemission inten-
sity of aligned 7-AGNRs, which makes it impossible to
identify all sub-bands in a single ARPES scattering ge-
ometry. We demonstrate experimentally, that the pho-
toemission matrix element in 1D nanoribbons is a peaked
function of the two-dimensional (2D) electron momentum
in the ribbon plane. This knowledge allows us to visu-
alize the highest three valence sub-bands and determine
important parameters for the transport and optical prop-
erties, such as effective masses, energy band offsets and
the charge carrier velocities. In previous ARPES data
the second-highest sub-band of 7-AGNRs was mistakenly
considered as the highest one.25,29–31 Our results high-
light that proper application of the ARPES technique
for probing the electronic structure of confined systems
requires careful consideration of photoemission matrix el-
ements.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The 1D electronic structure of graphene nanoribbons
in tight-binding (TB) model is given by cutting the 2D
graphene band structure along confinement lines in mo-
mentum space (zone-folding approximation). We intro-
duce the parallel (k‖) and the transverse component (k⊥)
in the 2D momentum space. Each cutting line at fixed k⊥
determines the allowed momentum for a N-AGNR and
leads to 1D bands below and above the Fermi level with
band indices n = 1, . . . N , where N = 7 is the number
of atoms along the width of nanoribbon, as it is shown
for 7-AGNRs in Fig. 1. ARPES directly reveal energy
band dispersion along the defined direction in k-space.
If the ribbons are oriented along the vertical slit of ana-
lyzer, the scans will be acquired in some range of k‖ (Fig.
1). Using the tilt angle one can move the center of the
scan along k‖, for example, from the Γ (tilt = 0◦) to the
M point of graphene’s BZ, which corresponds to moving
from the center of the first to the center of the second
1D BZ of 7-AGNR. By rotating the sample around the
polar axis we can change k⊥.

Due to quantum confinement the amplitude of the
wave function in the direction perpendicular to nanorib-

bon axis is changing as sin(qn⊥a/2), where qn⊥ =
2πn

a(N + 1)
is the quantized value of k⊥ and a is the lattice constant
of graphene.37–39 If the final state in the photoemission
process is assumed to be a plane wave, then the pho-

toemision matrix element for the π states of GNR in the
dipole approximation can be expressed as31

M(k) ∝
∑
j

e−ik⊥Rj⊥Cj(k‖), (1)

where Rj⊥ are the transverse components of atomic co-
ordinates and Cj(k‖) are the Bloch wave function am-
plitudes for the π states. Here, we neglected the factors
related to the photon polarization direction and to the
photoionization cross section of 2pz atomic orbitals. The
coefficients in Eq. 1 in TB model can be written as37

CA ∝ sin
mqn⊥a

2
, CB = ±CA

( |fn(k‖)|
fn(k‖)

)
, (2)

where CA and CB refers to the graphene sub-lattices A
and B, ± stands for the conduction and valence bands,
correspondingly, m is the number of atomic row along

the ribbon width, fn(k‖) = −γ(2eik‖a/2
√
3 cos(aqn⊥/2) +

e−ik‖a/
√
3) and γ ≈ 2.8 eV is the absolute value of the

hopping integral. Within TB approximation the sum in
Eq. 1 is a Fourier transform of the sine-like wave con-
fined along the ribbon width. Therefore, the intensity
I(k) ∝ |M(k)|2 must have strong maxima when the
projection of the photoelectron wave vector onto the di-
rection perpendicular to the ribbon axis and parallel to
the surface matches the values of ±qn⊥. It is similar to
the momentum quantization in the ARPES spectra of
ordered molecular systems.40–42 The photoemission in-
tensity modulation with a change in the emission angle
is also well known for the 1D quantum well electronic
states confined within nm-scale terraces of stepped noble
metal surfaces.43,44 Substituting the coefficients Eq. 2 in
the equation Eq. 1 and taking into account the life time
broadening, we can qualitatively describe the photoemis-
sion intensity of the valence sub-band n by the following
analytical expression

In(E, k‖, k⊥) ∝ β

(E + |fn(k‖)|)2 + β2∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

m=1

e−imk⊥a/2 sin
mqn⊥a

2

(
1−
|fn(k‖)|
fn(k‖)

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (3)

where β is the lifetime broadening of bands. The last
factor in the sum is related to a phase shift between the
wave functions of electrons emitted from the two different
sub-lattices and accounts for anisotropic intensity in the
ARPES studies of graphene.45–51

To probe the intensity variation of 1D sub-bands we
set up the ARPES geometry as depicted in Fig. 1. The
Au(788) crystal with aligned ribbons is oriented to mea-
sure the ARPES spectra along the GNR axis. Figure 2
shows the ARPES scans along k‖ at different k⊥, as it
is illustrated in the inset of each panel. We start with

a scan at k⊥ = 0 Å
−1

(Fig. 2 a), that is along the ΓM
direction of the graphene’s BZ, where the parabolic sub-
band VB3 is observed with the maximal intensity. As we
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Figure 1. Sketch of the ARPES experiment and the structure
of hydrogen-terminated 7-AGNR with a = 2.46 Å. The cut-
ting lines of 7-AGNR inside the unfolded 1D BZ with band
indices n = 1, . . . 7 and the 2D BZ of graphene are shown.
The measurements plane is aligned vertically along the rib-
bons. The center of the scan is adjusted along k‖ by the tilt
angle, while k⊥ is changed by the polar angle. The horizon-
tally polarized light with a photon energy of 45 eV is utilized.

will show later that is the third 1D sub-band of 7-AGNRs
(here we count sub-bands from the Fermi level onwards).
The next sub-band VB2 is hard to see in this geometry
and its intensity rises when we increase k⊥ (Fig. 2 b). At
higher values of k⊥ (Fig. 2 c), the third sub-band loses its
intensity and the highest sub-band VB1 appears, which
determines the VB maximum. This sub-band acquires
the intensity in the first 1D BZ when we move the scans
along the transverse momentum component further, as it
is displayed in the panel (d) of Fig. 2. Thus, the photoe-
mission intensity of sub-bands is strongly dependent on
k⊥. This effect is similar to the intensity oscillations of
π-bands of multilayer graphene, where the out-of-plane
momentum is quantized.52

Figure 3 (a) shows the distribution of photoemission
intensity in k-space obtained from the TB model us-
ing the analytical Eq. 3 at the constant binding energy
(1.89 eV). The energy of the valence band maximum in
TB calculations is aligned to the experimental energy of
VB1 apex. The orientation of k⊥ axis is horizontal in ac-
cordance with the experimental geometry (Fig. 1). The
labeled cutting lines indices n = 5, 6 and 7 of 7-AGNRs
(see Fig.1) correspond to the three highest valence sub-
bands VB1, VB2 and VB3, respectively. Similar picture
of the ARPES intensity is obtained with Eq. 1 based on
the DFT wave functions of freestanding 7-AGNR (Fig.
3 b). Both theoretical approaches indicate that for each
1D sub-band of 7-AGNR there is a narrow range of k⊥

where we expect a strong photoemission intensity. Fig-
ure 3 (c) shows the experimental constant energy slice of
the ARPES map of 7-AGNRs on Au(788), which demon-
strates an excellent agreement of the experiment and the
theory. In supplementary information we present the
theoretical and experimental constant energy cuts of the
ARPES map at energies close to the valence band max-
imum of 7-AGNRs. The peaked distribution of the pho-
toemission intensity for GNRs is different from the case
of 2D graphene, where the intensity of π-band changes
smoothly in ARPES map around the K point.46–50

Note that the TB approach is also applicable to the
FT-STS measurements and predicts that it is difficult
to resolve those sub-bands for which the wave function
changes its sign once per unit cell along the ribbon axis.33

This could be the reason why for 7-AGNRs the second
valence sub-band was not visible in FT-STS data.32

Now we compare the experimental and the calculated
band dispersion. Fig. 4 (a) shows the scan, where the
two sub-bands VB2 and VB3 can be simultaneously ob-
served. The black dots indicate the DFT-derived bands
with the valence band maximum adjusted to the experi-
mental energy of VB1. Here we can see qualitative agree-
ment in the dispersion of VB2 and VB3 for 7-AGNRs on
Au with the calculations for freestanding system. How-
ever quantitatively there is a difference, particularly, the
maximum of VB2 in experiment is obviously closer to the
Fermi level (see Table 1).

Since the first valence sub-band VB1 is resolved in the
first 1D BZ, it can be measured with a tilt = 0◦, as shown
in Fig. 4 (b), and its effective mass as well as the en-
ergy position of the maximum can be reliably extracted.
The white curve shows the fitting points obtained from
the energy distribution curves (EDCs). The highest sub-
band can be fitted by a parabola only in the vicinity
(≈ 60 meV) of the apex, where we obtain an effective
mass of m∗VB1 = 0.40 ± 0.04 me and an energy of EVB1

= 0.87 ± 0.03 eV for the VB maximum. It can be seen
in Table 1 that these values are in good agreement with
the reported FT-STS data for 7-AGNRs/Au(111).32 We
also found that already at ≈ 250 meV below the max-
imum, the dispersion of the first sub-band becomes lin-
ear. From the linear slope we extract the charge car-
rier velocity v = h̄−1∂E/∂k‖ = 0.63 ± 0.05 × 106 m/s,
which is smaller then the experimental value for free-
standing (1.05 × 106 m/s)54 and Au(111) supported (1.2
× 106 m/s)55 graphene, as well as the value determined
for the second sub-band of 7-AGNRS in ARPES data
(0.82 × 106 m/s).29

The small separation between the first and the second
sub-band of ≈ 60 meV suggests that in the case of hole
doping both of them may play a role in the transport
properties of the material, while the third sub-band is
too low to contribute. This is in a qualitative agreement
with the DFT data, revealing small energy separation
between the two highest valence sub-bands. It should be
noted that the values of the extracted effective masses for
the first and second valence sub-bands are very close to
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Figure 2. ARPES scans of 7-AGNRs/Au(788) along k‖ at fixed k⊥ = 0 Å
−1

(a), 0.3 Å
−1

(b), 0.75 Å
−1

(c), 1.35 Å
−1

(d).
The insets indicate the scan paths (black vertical line) relative to the BZ of graphene. The sequence of the 1D sub-bands of
7-AGNR relative to the Fermi level is VB1, VB2 and VB3. The sub-bands with lower energies are not visible because of overlap
with the substrate states. The Au sp- and d-states, as well as the surface state (ss) and surface resonance (sr) are marked.53

Figure 3. ARPES intensity at binding energy of 1.89 eV from (a) TB and (b) DFT calculations, (c) experiment. The energy
scale in DFT and TB calculations was rigidly shifted to align the experimental and calculated valence band maxima. The black
and white dashed lines depict the BZs of Au(111) and graphene, correspondingly. The cutting line indices n = 5, 6, 7 derived
from TB approximation and corresponding sub-bands VB1, VB2 and VB3 are shown. The calculated bands were broadened
with β = 0.1 eV to compare with the experiment.
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the values for the corresponding conduction sub-bands
obtained from FT-STS measurements, m∗CB1 = 0.40 ±
0.18 me and m∗CB2 = 0.20 ± 0.03 me.

32 Taking into
account that theory predicts approximately symmetric
band structure for the valence and conduction bands, it
also testifies to the validity of our results.

Finally, we would like to address the possible reasons
why the frontier sub-band VB1 was not captured in previ-
ous ARPES experiments. As we demonstrated, the full
k-space ARPES map of a high resolution is needed to
assign the experimentally observed sub-bands of GNRs
to the theoretical ones. Here we used hemispherical ana-
lyzer with the vertical slit (parallel to the manipulator) to
measure scan along the direction of 7-AGNRs alignment
and the polar angle to tune k⊥. Similar approach can be
realized by the analyzer with horizontal slit (most com-
monly used in ARPES setups) and GNRs aligned along
the slit. Then the tilt or azimuthal angle for mapping in
2D k-space can be used. As it is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig.
2 (a), if one measure strictly along the ribbons axis (k⊥
= 0) or slightly off (if there is a small deviation in tilt
or azimuthal angle for horizontal orientation) the VB3

and VB2 should be seen. Indeed, such a picture was ob-
served in previous data.25,29,30 It is intuitive to measure
along the ribbon axis, but in this case VB1 is not visible.
When VB1 is well observed in the scan, the third sub-
band VB3 loses its intensity (Fig. 3 and Fig. 2 c). Note,
that to measure VB1 in first 1D BZ, as shown in Fig.
2 (d), in horizontal orientation one have to apply large
tilt angle (≈ 25◦ for photon energy of 45 eV), which de-
mands specially designed sample manipulator in ARPES
setup. In additional to the experimental configuration,
the important issue is the sample itself. Previously, an
additional feature was observed in ARPES and taken for
the second sub-band VB2.25,29,30 However, this feature is
energetically closer to the lowest measured band (VB3)
than to the topmost one, while theory predicts relatively
small (≈ 0.2 eV) energy separation between VB2 and
VB1 (see Table 1) and large separation between VB2 and
VB3 (≈ 1 eV).1,28 Moreover, as we mentioned above, the-
ory and FT-STS data are in good agreement with respect
to the conduction sub-bands.32 Thus, it is unlikely that
the observed feature belongs to 7-AGNRs. We suppose
that this additional band may be attributed to the elec-
tronic states of conjugated 7-AGNRs, particularly N=14
and N=21 AGNRs (two and three fused 7-AGNRs, corre-
spondingly). Indeed, when 7-AGNRs are placed close to
each other on Au(111) substrate, their wide derivatives
at evaluated temperatures26 or during the long annealing
time19 can be produced. Note, that prior to the ARPES
measurements the samples should be degassed by an-
nealing after the transfer from ambient conditions. To
avoid possible fusion of 7-AGNRs and appearance of ad-
ditional bands in our spectra, we synthesized our samples
in situ and carefully performed the last step of the syn-
thesis (cyclodehydrogenation) of 7-AGNRs on Au(788)
at 380 ± 10◦C for 15 minutes.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have measured ARPES maps of 7-
AGNRs and revealed a strong dependence of photoemis-
sion matrix elements for 1D valence sub-bands with re-
spect to the experimental geometry. The experimental
results together with DFT and tight binding calculations
demonstrate that each of the three topmost sub-bands
can be selectively visualized by measuring along the rib-
bon axis with properly chosen transverse momentum. It
is shown that the frontier valence sub-band is very close
(≈ 60 meV) to the second one and can be probed in
the first BZ of 7-AGNRs, that allows reliable extrac-
tion of the effective mass value for the charge carriers
in 7-AGNRs of m∗VB ≈ 0.4 me, thus eliminating the old
discrepancy between ARPES and STS data. The experi-
mental approach used should be also applied for ARPES
studies of other types of atomically precise GNRs and
nanoribbons of other 2D materials to unambiguously re-
veal their band structure, which is a key to electronic and
optical properties.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The measurements have been performed at syn-
chrotron HZB BESSY-II at UE112-PGM2 beamline us-
ing the 12-ARPES endstation, which is equipped with
the 6 axes manipulator and the hemispherical Scienta
R8000 analyzer with a vertical slit parallel to the manip-
ulator. All spectra are taken at room temperature with p
(horizontally) polarized light using the photon energy of
45 eV. During the experiment the base pressure was be-
low 2 × 10−10 mbar. The aligned 7-AGNRs on Au(788)
were synthesized in situ using the bottom-up approach.28

V. THEORETICAL DETAILS

The photoemission intensity was calculated using the
dipole approximation for matrix element and the plane
wave as a final state.31 Density-functional-theory (DFT)
calculations were carried out using the FPLO-14.00-48
code (improved version of the original FPLO code by
Koepernik and Eschrig56) utilizing the generalized gra-
dient approximation (GGA) to the exchange-correlation
potential. The ribbons were assumed freestanding and
hydrogen-terminated. A k-point grid of 12 × 1 × 1 was
used to sample the BZ. Atomic positions were relaxed
until the forces on each atom were less than 10−2 eV/Å.
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